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indicate, or perhaps confirm, that the two people are ident
ical, particularly when one knows about the tradition of the
Christian name. The Bartholomaus V. in question was born in
Schapen/Westphalia on November 1,1791. His parents were
Bartholomaus Dirk Anton V. and Maria Franziska, nee Christiani.
They married Sept. 14, 1789. The woman must have died soon
afterwards, because Bartholomaus Dirk Anton married a second
time in 1796. A great deal of friction developed �ith his
stepmother, because according to the letters, she tried to
rob him (our2 Bartholomaus Egbert Joseph) of his motherly
heritage. By the way, we come from this second marriage.
To make this clearer to you I enclose a sketch of our part
of the family tree for you. This much for the historical
facts. Your ancestors seem to have been the earliest pioneers
who moved forward west by land. I would be really very pleased
if I could learn something about this "new" branch of the
family and I would be grateful for more precise information.
A correspondence will also hopefully develop and should you
or one of your relatives come to Germany I ask you, also in
the name of my parents, to visit us here in Hanover.
Expecting hopefully your reply, I remain with my greetings
Your
Dieter Veerkamp

1

VolckerN6lker, not Oelcker.

- your,,, not "our."
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Dr.Dieter Veerkamp
Bleichstr.��
D-6050 Off��bach
Mrs.
N.Marie Schubin
3344 Main St.
Napa,CA 94558

23 June 1983

Dear Mrs. Schubin,
first I have to ask your indulgence that I write in German; I can read
English very well, but it would take too much time to write (English),
especially if it concerns complicated matters.
Then I have to apologize for having let your long letter of 8 Aug.1980
remain without an answer, with the interesting enclosures . I had taken
the letter back to Offenbach, which had been forwarded to me at the
time to Hannover, but then had put it back immediately in my file
'Sippe (kinship, relations, family) Veerkamp' where it 'slumbered'
until I got your letter of 15 June 1983. I have been very busy with
matters relating to the death of my father in 1980, then my mother
began to get ill and (now) I drive to Hannover abt. every 3 weeks
for an extended week-end from Frankfurt (where I work for the
'Boersenverein des Deuts chen Buchhandels' = German Publishers and Book
sellers Association). That is not a great distance for American con
ditions, but for Germany it is; it takes abt. 4½ hrs. for one trip
from house to house by rail... (train). In the meantime a friend took
over the care of my mother so that she can continue living in our own
home in spite of her poor health and can enjoy the garden behind it
(the house).
Enclosed first of all 3 sheets with excerpts from the familytree
(Sippentafel), from which you can see the relationship of your line
to mine (where y our branch,without doubt, is probably very fraGmentary
(full of gaps) in the younger generations.) There is probably no doubt
whatsoever that your great-greatgrandfather (Bartholom£us Egbert Joseph,
born 1791) is the one listed in my table, especially since letters of
this Barthol.Egbert to his father show that he left home, and then even
left the country, namely went to theUSA,because of inheritance disputes
with the 2nd wife of his father. Added to that was probably the miserable
economic situation in the areas of Wffitphalia between Milnster and Osna
brueck which gave no possibility for work (a trade,occupation HG)
to the often numerous children. This identity is also supported by the
(main)first name'Bartholom�us', which was always passed on to the oldest
son. In my line this knowledge remained in use for a time, for my great
grandfather Philipp Anton baptized his oldest son Bartholomaeus again
resp. Berthold, as his stepbrother after all, your ancestor Barthol.
Egbert,was missing in the USA. My grandfather was the 2nd son; as his
brother died as a student, he took over the 'Bartholom�us tradition'
for my father. I should have also been named that way but my parents
lived in an evangelic area ? where the name Bartholom�us was so rare
(unusual) that my (evang.)mother 'declared a strike. 1
Our mutual ancestors all used to live in the area of the then County
(count-dom) of Lingen, in Schapen (where to this day the original farm
of all the Veerkamps is located), in Hopsten, Meppen. From there
-they spread-
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-2they spread 'to all corners of the world', mainly to Holland, its border
being only abt. 40 kilometers away. That way the sons could also avoid
the military draft, for the area had become Prussian in the meantime. Some
Veerkamps also moved to Paris during the times of Napoleon when everything
had become French State territory.
By occupation, the ancestors mainly were socalled 1 T&dden 1 : that is:
travelling salesmen in textiles (woven eoods), which the family produced
on its own looms as the poor quality of the soil did not permit suffi�ifnt
agricultural activity; this was only a sideline. These T&dden*first ioQ�d
on foot with backbaskets as far away as to East-Prussia, then the more
efficient ones added carriages. All this collapsed fairly suddenly
when in the first half of the 19th century, the English industrialization
introduced mechanic looms and thereby eliminated the Westphalian handweavery, as it got too expensive in the marketplace. The partly very
affluent T8dden: among them some Veerkamps,too, became impoverished
unless they were successful to get into occupations like teachers or
to change over to other goods (other than woven goods), like dies.
Large textilehouses in the Federal German Republic had their origin
I think.)
then, for example 'Brenningmeyer.' (Hilde: sh.be:Brenninkmeyer,
always
Thus, genealogy at the same timeTalso represents history of the social
circumstances, political conditions, economic: situations. That these
conditions were very 'narrowed down'? in Germany, mainly in the 19th
century, was certainly the reason for so many Germans to emigrate to
the USA. Just now your country is remembering this fact.
(Hilde: the 300 yr.Germans in America celebration.)
for many years
Genealogy has been neglected by me7oecause of my professional demands,
and the resultine; limits on my spare time, where hobbies always get
first attention?.Added thereto the fact that most of my material is
in my parents' home in Hannover as I don't have enough space for it in
my Offenbach place. And when I am in Hannover there is always somethine
else to take care of. I hope to - and have firmly resolved this that after I retire (end of 1986) I will become active again in genealogy.
Only thing remaining now, dear Mrs. Schubin, is my offer to answer
your specific questions. I would be glad if I might ask you that you
complete the sketch for your family-line. For example, later I could
redraw (repaint) that portion of the familytree which shows the relation
ship,for example, with the Mexican Veerkamps.
Best regards to you and all Veerkamps in California; there must be a
lot of them. And if you ever get to Germany, pls. let me know.
Your
s;Dieter Veerkamp

*Trodden <ff vi{
This English translation of the original letter in German was done for Mrs. Schubin. <ff. JI/.
Page 4-28 has been removed.
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